Background. Current colorectal cancer screening guidelines by the US Preventive Services Task Force endorse multiple options for average-risk patients and recommend that screening choices should be guided by individual patient preferences. Implementing these recommendations in practice is challenging because they depend on accurate and efficient elicitation and assessment of preferences from patients who are facing a novel task. Objective. To present a methodology for analyzing the sensitivity and stability of a patient's preferences regarding colorectal cancer screening options and to provide a starting point for a personalized discussion between the patient and the health care provider about the selection of the appropriate screening option. Methods. This research is a secondary analysis of patient preference data collected as part of a previous study. We propose new measures of preference sensitivity and stability that can be used to determine if additional information provided would result in a change to the initially most preferred colorectal cancer screening option. Results. Illustrative results of applying the methodology to the preferences of 2 patients, of different ages, are provided. The results show that different combinations of screening options are viable for each patient and that the health care provider should emphasize different information during the medical decision-making process. Conclusion. Sensitivity and stability analysis can supply health care providers with key topics to focus on when communicating with a patient and the degree of emphasis to place on each of them to accomplish specific goals. The insights provided by the analysis can be used by health care providers to approach communication with patients in a more personalized way, by taking into consideration patients' preferences before adding their own expertise to the discussion. Keywords analytic hierarchy process (AHP), colorectal cancer screening, patient-health care provider communication, personalized medicine, sensitivity and stability analysis for AHP models Date
Colorectal cancer is one of the leading causes of mortality among cancer patients in the United States. 1 It is also one of the most preventable forms of cancer. The current US Preventive Service Task Force guidelines recommend routine screening for patients 50 to 75 years old who are categorized as having an average risk. 2 The guidelines also recommend that the choice of screening method should be made using a shared decision-making process, which implies significant input from patients regarding their preferences with respect to the available screening options. A better understanding of the patient's preferences would facilitate a more personalized discussion between the patient and the health care provider.
Current research supports an inference that clinicians frequently override patients' preferences regarding the preferred screening test, indicating that the communication process between the patient and the health care provider should be improved. 3, 4 An insufficient understanding of patients' preferences by their health care providers might be the reason for suboptimal communication. Another reason might be that the provider does not have sufficient time to discover the patient's preferences and to fully discuss key topics related to those preferences. But how can the desired level of personalized communication be achieved during the medical decision-making process? Dolan and Frisina 5 conducted an extended pilot study, created to help patients make the best medical decision regarding colorectal cancer screening using an Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)-based model. The AHP is about breaking a problem down into its constituent parts and then aggregating the solutions of all the subproblems created. It facilitates decision making by organizing perceptions, feelings, judgments, and memories into a framework that exhibits the forces that influence a decision. The AHP methodology is based on the innate human ability to make sound judgments about problems structured like a hierarchy built to represent the influences involved. The proposed model includes 4 main criteria, one of which has 3 subcriteria, to ascertain patients' preferences among 10 screening alternatives. In their initial results, Dolan and Frisina 5 concluded that the AHP model improved the patients' decision-making process, but they could not find any statistical evidence of the effect of the model on the implementation of the decision obtained. In a later study, Dolan et al. 6 emphasized even more the usefulness of the AHP-based model in identifying the preferences of individual patients and the necessity of including patients' preferences in the medical decision-making process.
The novelty of our research is the in-depth analysis of the patients' preferences using the new sensitivity and stability analysis developed for AHP models. This methodology is taking the elicited preferences and analyzes the different alternative rankings as changes are applied to the importance assigned to the criteria weights. Using the preferences assessment model proposed by Dolan et al., 7 the methodology we developed aspires to close the gap in communication between the patient and health care provider by exploring the evolution of patients' preferences as additional information is provided. The process takes advantage of the initial elicitation of preferences rather than requiring additional data collection, and it analyzes how sensitive and stable the patient preferences are when possible perturbations are applied to the information acquired by the patient. The purpose of the analysis is to facilitate an efficient discussion that accommodates both the patient's preferences and the clinician's expertise.
Methods

Data Collection
At the time of the original study, colorectal cancer screening guidelines recommended 10 alternative options-invasive, noninvasive, or both-for patients who are classified as having an average risk for colorectal cancer (Table 1) . 8 In their initial study, Dolan and Frisina 5 proposed an AHP-based model (see Figure 1 ) to ascertain patients' preferences among the alternatives in Table 1 .
First, participants were presented with generic descriptions of the 6 criteria used in the model and of the 10 colorectal cancer screening options available as alternatives. All participants were able to use the standard AHP pairwise comparison method to compare the screening options and to judge the relative priorities of the criteria involved in the decision. 9 This was done using an interactive computer program created for the project to perform the pairwise comparisons. A research assistant was present to give the participants a brief introduction to the procedure and provide assistance in completing it if required. An example comparison is shown in Figure 2 .
Data were collected from 484 patients from primary health care practices in Rochester, New York; Birmingham, Alabama; and Indianapolis, Indiana. Because the selection of a screening alternative should be a decision made by the patient and the health care provider jointly, we illustrate the applicability of our methodology by analyzing the sensitivity and the stability of the initial selection of single patients. The results of the analysis provide information to the health care provider about the patient's preferences over the set of screening alternatives and the ways those preferences might change if the patient is presented with additional information about the criteria used to discriminate among the alternatives. For example, if the patient is older, the health care provider can emphasize the risks associated with undergoing an invasive procedure like colonoscopy. Based on this additional information, the patient could change the importance (weight) assigned Figure 1 The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) model for ascertaining patient preferences. Prevent cancer, screening procedure level of accuracy in detecting cancer; avoid side effects, screening procedure possible side effects; minimize false positives, screening procedure level of a false alarm; frequency, how often the screening procedure needs to be performed; preparation, the length of time and what steps are needed to prepare for the screening procedure; procedure, the level of complexity and invasiveness of the screening procedure. 
AHP: Model Assumptions
The AHP methodology [10] [11] [12] is structuring the decisionmaking process as shown in Figure 3 .
The process described above was applied to elicit patient A's preferences, and it is presented in Appendix 1.
Sensitivity and Stability Methodology for AHP Models
Most of the multicriteria decision-making methods, including AHP/analytic network process (ANP), lack indepth sensitivity and stability analysis of the results. Whenever a sensitivity analysis is performed, it focuses on a single change at a time. Our methodology extends the sensitivity analysis of AHP/ANP models by enabling simultaneous changes in the inputs for a better understanding of the evolution of the results over time, with the ultimate purpose of choosing the most appropriate/ stable alternative to be implemented. The methodology is developed for the n-dimensional case 13, 14 (n changes made simultaneously), but for the purpose of illustrating its implications for a challenging medical decisionmaking problem, [15] [16] [17] only the 2-dimensional case is presented.
In Figure 4 , we synthetized the steps of the methodology we developed to accommodate the 2-criteria application.
Measures of Sensitivity and Stability
To analyze and interpret the changes that happen at the level of preferences when additional information regarding the 6 criteria used in the model is brought to the patient, we developed a set of measures. The measures quantify (1) the sensitivity of the patient's initial preference, with respect to a given colorectal cancer screening option, when additional information is provided; (2) the stability of the initially most preferred screening option, in terms of implementing it as the best screening option; and (3) the stabilities of competitive screening options.
The study of our measures begins with the most preferred screening alternative in the initial study, that is, the screening option that was ranked first, based on the elicitation of the patient's preferences using the model described in Figure 1 ; let's denote that alternative as alternative F. The core stability measure identifies all possible combinations of criteria weights for which the patient will continue to rank alternative F first, despite the additional information given to him or her. Core stability is specific only to alternative F. The combinations of criteria weights associated with core stability are the ones that describe the largest sphere around the point characterized by the initial set of criteria weights.
The direction of change in stability defines the shortest way in which a switch in the preferences between 2 screening alternatives can result from a change in the importance of the criteria weights (e.g., an increase in importance for one criterion and decrease in importance for the second criterion). The perturbations applied to the initial criteria weights are equivalent to the different levels of additional information provided to the patient. For example, if additional information provides more emphasis on the complexity of the screening procedure and the risks associated given the patient's advanced age, the patient may decide to change the relative importance he or she assign to these 2 criteria. The perturbation stability defines the minimum changes necessary to be made to the criteria weights that will result in a switch in preferences.
The solution stability measure is defined for all the screening alternatives that are ranked first in the patient's preferences, as different changes are applied to the criteria. Solution stability identifies all the possible combinations of criteria weights for which a certain screening alternative is ranked first and for which it remains ranked first as changes in the criteria weights happen. Mathematically, the measure is described by the volume of the preference region of a screening alternative. The preference region of an alternative is the set of all possible combinations of criteria weights for which a given alternative always remains the most preferred one. The initially most preferred screening option is the only alternative characterized by both core stability and solution stability. 
Patients' Characteristics
Custom-tailoring a sensitivity and stability analysis for an individual patient is appropriate if the goal is to personalize the medical decision-making process, by increasing the patient's level of involvement. We consider, in detail, 2 patients with different demographic characteristics to illustrate the differences and similarities that a sensitivity and stability analysis of preferences can provide.
Consider a 70-year-old male patient from the Midwest (Patient A) and an 80-year-old female patient from the Southeast (Patient B). For both patients, we used the model depicted in Figure 1 to ascertain their preferences among the 10 colorectal cancer screening alternatives. The importance given to each of the 6 criteria by the 2 patients is shown in Table 2 .
Both Patient A's judgments and Patient B's judgments, with respect to the 6 criteria ( Table 2 ) and to the 10 screening alternatives, are summarized in the supermatrices presented in Appendix 1, Table 10 and Table  11 . These matrices are known as supermatrices because they are matrices whose entries are in turn matrices. Thus, the supermatrix structure consists of blocks, as shown in Table 3 . Each entry in the supermatrix is matrix of priorities. The structure shown in Table 3 is the supermatrix corresponding to a hierarchy, where I is the identity matrix (see, e.g., Table 10 in Appendix 1).
The supermatrix is the mathematical representation of all the priorities generated by the model depicted in Figure 1 . The synthesis of the patient preferences regarding the 10 available colorectal cancer screening options is obtained by raising the supermatrix to powers. Based on the preliminary information synthesized in the supermatrix, the corresponding limiting priorities are generated for both patients and are given in Table 4 . The priorities represent the ranking of the 10 screening options based on the patient preferences. Figure 4 The steps of the new sensitivity and stability analysis for analytic hierarchy process models.
Results
Single-Patient Sensitivity and Stability Analysis for Pairs of Criteria
Eliciting the patient's preferences with respect to the set of screening alternatives available is not enough for a complete analysis of what should be the most appropriate screening option to be implemented. The new sensitivity and stability analysis developed for the AHP models can provide the necessary in-depth analysis for models with an arbitrary number of criteria. For simplicity, we consider only the simultaneous perturbations of 2 criteria in this article.
According to the priorities in Table 4 , the alternative initially most preferred by both patients is colonoscopy every 10 years (A10). But the 2 most important criteria for each of the 2 patients differ. For Patient A, they are prevent cancer (C1) and avoid side effects (C2). For Patient B, they are prevent cancer (C1) and minimize false positives (C3).
So, both the health care provider and the patient are interested in determining the following: The stability of an alternative, in this context, is a function of the set of conditions, that is, the combinations of criteria weights, for which the initially most preferred screening alternative remains the one most preferred by the patient. The results of the stability analysis may help guide the patient and the health care provider toward implementing the most appropriate screening option for the patient, taking into consideration all the possible changes that might occur.
2. Which pairs of criteria are the most/least sensitive to changes in the information provided to the patient?
To answer those 2 questions, we considered all 15 pairs of criteria that result from the 6 criteria associated with the model presented in Figure 1 . We perturbed simultaneously both criteria in the pair, using a perturbation increment chosen to provide ''enough'' sampling data for the sensitivity and stability analysis to return relatively precise results. Using the results of the perturbations, we calculated (1) the volume of each preference region present in the perturbation space and (2) the volume of the core stability sphere around the origin. In addition, we identified the sets of perturbations that would lead to a change in preference away from A10.
Comparing the Sensitivity and Stability Analysis of 2 Patients
In this section, we illustrate how our sensitivity and stability analyses detect differences in preference structure for different patients. We compare the sensitivity and stability analyses of Patients A and B, focusing on the elements that might be the basis for different discussions between the patient and the health care provider. Figures  5 and 6 graphically depict which alternatives dominate within the perturbation space, as perturbations are applied to each of the 15 pairs of criteria. A pairwise stability matrix of preferences was defined for each of the 2 patients, for Patient A in Figure 5 and for Patient B in Figure 6 , to display the preference regions and core stability spheres. The numerical results associated with the 2 figures are presented in Appendix 3, Tables 12 and 13 .
Consider the first representation from Figure 5 , its enlarged version depicted in Figure 7 , and the numerical results presented in Appendix 3, Table 12 .
We first selected the pair of criteria that are perturbed simultaneously: prevent cancer (C1) and avoid side effects (C2). We then identified the resulting preference regions for all alternatives that are most preferred across all perturbations of the 2 selected criteria. The axes in Figure 7 represent the proportional change toward the lower bound of 0 (for a negative perturbation) or toward the upper bound of 1 (for a positive perturbation) for a range from -1 to + 1. For perturbations of C1 and C2, only flexible sigmoidoscopy every 5 years (A3) and colonoscopy every 10 years (A10) would be selected. We approximated the areas of the 2 associated regions as a percentage of the total perturbation space.
Next, we estimated the volume of the core stability sphere and its relative volume with respect to the preference region of the initial most preferred alternative, A10. The center of the perturbation space for C1 to C2 represents the initially most preferred screening option based on the patient's preferences elicitation; it is the point where no changes have been applied. To determine the direction of the shortest length vector that results in a switch in the most preferred alternative (i.e., from A10 to A3), we identified the associated perturbation pair. We also determined what would be the ''new'' most preferred alternative, A3, based on the minimum change necessary in the criteria weights, as given by the perturbation pair. A more detailed numerical example following the same notions is presented in Appendix 3.
The similarities and differences between Patients A and B are summarized in Table 5 . For the 2 patients analyzed, only 3 of the 10 screening alternatives ever dominate in any of the perturbation spaces: A3, A5, and A10 for Patient A and A1, A3, and A10 for Patient B. Note that A3 and A10 are invasive procedures; A1 and A5 are noninvasive.
Given that for both patients, only 3 of the 10 screening alternatives ever dominate in the perturbation space, the solution stability is approximated by the volume of the preference regions. Those regions represent all possible combinations of criteria weights for which a given screening alternative will remain the most preferred one, independent of the changes applied to the criteria. For Patient A, for all pairs of criteria, the volume of the solution stability region is greater for A10, between 42% and 75% of the perturbation space. The solution stability regions for A3 and A5 cover between 3% and 57% of the space and between 15% and 51%, respectively. That suggests that as the importance of the criteria is changed, A10 might be the most stable solution to be implemented in the long run. The results are similar for Patient B. A10 covers between 42% and 77% of the perturbation space, A1 between 14% and 33%, and A3 between 8% and 57%. We are also interested in how the patients' preferences for the most preferred screening alternative, A10, change or remain unchanged as the criterion weights vary. For both patients, the initially most preferred alternative is pairwise most stable with respect to all pairs of criteria, because the solution stability regions for A10 have greater volumes than do the stability regions of other dominating alternatives. That means that A10 is the most stable alternative among all sets of alternatives because it is the most stable screening alternative with respect to the other screening options for both patients.
Core stability is the process of identifying all possible combinations of criteria weights, based on the initial patient preferences, that will maintain the initially preferred alternative, A10, as the most preferred screening alternative. Changes in criteria weights may be the result of additional information the patient receives about the criteria (e.g., medical statistics or possible risks associated with the procedures given his or her age group), which will lead him or her to adjust their importance.
For both patients, alternative A10 is the initially most preferred screening option. For Patient A, A10 is most stable with respect to the pair of criteria prevent cancer (C1) and avoid side effects (C2), the combination of criteria that determines the largest core stability sphere. For Patient B, the most preferred alternative A10 is most stable with respect to the pair of criteria C1 and procedure preparation (C5). The greatest stability of the initially most preferred screening alternative A10 is achieved under different conditions for the 2 patients. Even though both patients consider the criterion C1 to be very important, the second criterion from the pair determining the highest stability is different. For patient A, it is C2, and for patient B, it is C5. Age may be a differentiator. Patient A is younger and may be more concerned with avoiding the possible side effects. Patient B may be more concerned with the complexity of the preparation for the procedure. At the other extreme, the most preferred screening alternative A10 is least stable with respect to the pair of criteria avoid side effects (C2) and procedure frequency (C4) for both patients because that combination of criteria generates the smallest core stability sphere. The implication is that, for both patients, the initially most preferred screening alternative A10 is more sensitive with respect to the pair of criteria C2-C4. Perturbing that pair results in the fastest change in patients' preferences. The differences in core stability are determined by the variations in the criteria weights for the 2 patients (Table 2) . Patient A gives a greater weight to criteria C1 and C2. Patient B considers the criteria C1 and C3 to be more important.
The core stability sphere provides information about the direction of change in stability and the perturbation stability, given by the magnitude of the minimum perturbation in the importance of the criteria necessary to bring about the change in the patient's preference.
Consider the situation in which the initially most preferred screening option for Patient A is also the most stable one for the pair of criteria C1-C2. The vector of minimum perturbations associated with that pair of criteria results in a change from A10 to A3. The direction of change in stability indicates that the change in preferences occurs when a decrease in the importance of C1 is combined with an increase in the importance of C2. The perturbation stability indicates that the magnitude of the perturbations needs to be such that the 2 criteria end up being almost equal in importance. Initially, criterion C1 had the greatest importance. For Patient B, the initially most preferred screening alternative A10 is most stable with respect to the pair of criteria C1 and C5. Following the perturbation vector associated with C1-C5 brings about a change in preference from A10 to A1. The direction of change in stability shows that the switch in preferences happens if the importance of C1 decreases while the importance of C5 increases. The perturbation stability indicates that the magnitude of perturbations necessary to be applied to the 2 criteria weights needs to be significant for C1. Its importance needs to decrease by almost a half, accompanied by a slight increase in C5.
For both patients, the initially most preferred screening option is least stable with respect to the pair of criteria C2-C4. For both patients, the unique vector of minimum perturbations is associated with a change in preferred alternative from A10 to A3. The direction of change in stability is the same for both patients. A simultaneous increase in both criteria weights of approximately equal magnitude leads to the switch in preferences.
A different change in patients' preferences occurs when the pair of criteria analyzed contains, for Patient A, either procedure preparation (C5) or procedure complexity (C6) and, for Patient B, only procedure preparation (C5). In such a situation, Patient A is inclined to choose a noninvasive screening procedure, switching from A10 to A5, and the direction of change in stability is a function of the pair of criteria considered. For Patient A, there are 3 possibilities: (1) C3-C5, (2) C3-C6, and (3) C5-C6. For (1) or (2), the weight of criterion C3 requires a small positive perturbation, while either C5 or C6 needs to be increased considerably. For (3), the change in preferences occurs when both criteria are increased by almost the same amount.
Patient B switches from A10 to the noninvasive screening option A1 when perturbations occur to (1) C1-C5, (2) C3-C5, or (3) C5-C6. The direction of change in stability is a function of the criterion with which C5 is paired. For case (1) , the change in preferences occurs when C1 is significantly decreased while C5 is just slightly increased. For case (2) or (3), the switch to A1 occurs when criterion C5 is increased considerably more than is either C3 or C6.
In conclusion, for both patients, colonoscopy every 10 years (A10) is not only the most preferred one but also the most stable of the entire set of alternatives. But slight changes in a patient's judgments could drastically change the preferred screening option. The switch in preference can be either in the direction of a less invasive screening option (e.g., flexible sigmoidoscopy every 5 years -A3) or toward a noninvasive screening alternative (A5 for Patient A and A1 for Patient B).
Discussion
At the current stage of the methodology development, a complete elicitation and analysis of the patients' preferences are required to understand the preferences evolution as changes in the pair of criteria are made. This might be considered a limitation, given the time necessary to both elicit the preferences and analyze their stability.
Our ongoing work is focusing on identifying the key elements that will enable the implementation of our methodology as a support system that could be used in the medical decision-making process. Currently, we are focusing on identifying the minimum number of questions that a patient needs to answer to elicit his or her preferences without overwhelming him or her in the process. To achieve this goal, we are currently in the process of performing a complete sensitivity and stability analysis for all patients available in the data sample. By performing both an individualized analysis and one at the aggregate level, we will be able to extract the common characteristics that will help simplify the elicitation process. We are also working on developing a decision support system that will be available to both the patient and the health care provider. Given the limited time the health care provider has available during the medical encounter with the patient, implementing this approach in the clinical setting via a decision support system should be a 2-step process. First, the patient will have access, in advance, to the necessary information about the colorectal cancer screening alternatives available and the 6 most important criteria chosen for the comparison purposes. He or she will be using the system to express its preference regarding the colorectal cancer screening options available and personally understand what he or she would prefer based on the sensitivity and stability analysis performed ''behind the scenes.'' Second, the health care provider will have access, with the patient's permission, to the results of the analysis before the medical encounter to be able to take into consideration the patient's preferences during the medical decision-making process. At this point, he or she will combine the patient's preferences with the medical history and his or her expertise to recommend the most appropriate colorectal cancer screening to be implemented.
Our approach does not want to replace any steps of the medical process but rather enhances the information exchange between the patient and the health care provider to improve the medical outcome. The decision support system will be developed using an increased emphasis on data visualization.
Conclusions and Implications for Practice
Our analyses suggest to the health care provider that the 2 patients have both similarities and differences in preferences. Either patient prefers only 3 screening options. The preferred invasive screening procedures are the same, A3 and A10, but the noninvasive one is different: A5 for Patient A and A1 for Patient B. One of the factors that might determine the similarity in preferences is test accuracy: colonoscopy every 10 years (A10) and flexible sigmoidoscopy every 5 years (A5) have the greatest accuracy rates. Age may also drive the difference in preferences. Medically, the annual immunochemical fecal occult blood test is preferred for younger patients.
If, from a medical perspective, the health care provider would like to recommend A10 as the screening option to be chosen by the patients, he or she should highlight to Patient A how minimal the possible side effects are at his age while, to Patient B, he or she should emphasize that the procedure preparation is not as complex as in the past. Alternatively, if the care provider considers that A10 is not the most appropriate screening procedure to be used, he or she should emphasize, to both patients, the importance of avoiding side effects at their age and that a more frequent colorectal cancer procedure might be preferable at their age. As patients consider C2 and C4 to be more important, they are predicted to switch their preferences to A3.
The perturbation stability results mean that if it is to Patient A's benefit to follow up with a less invasive and more frequent alternative, such as A3, even though A10 has the greatest stability, the health care provider should talk with the patient about the importance of avoiding any possible side effects at his age while assuring him that the accuracy of the test in detecting and preventing cancer is as great as the accuracy for colonoscopy. For Patient B, if the health care provider places increased emphasis on the extensive procedure preparation, combined with the assurance that, at the patient's current age, an annual noninvasive colorectal cancer screening option might be more beneficial to prevent cancer, the patient is predicted to switch her preference to A1.
The core stability analysis implies that even though the 2 patients have the same initially most preferred alternative, colonoscopy every 10 years (A10), the stability of that solution differs. A primary reason for the stability differences is the differences in weights assigned to the 6 criteria by the 2 patients. Medically, these findings are important for the health care provider. Using the stability results, the health care provider can decide which pair of criteria to emphasize when discussing the possible screening options with the patient. Based on the patient's age and medical history (which was not accessible to us during this research), the health care provider can ''guide'' the patient toward the most appropriate colorectal cancer screening option while taking into consideration the patient's preferences.
Clinically, the greater level of solution stability may tell the care provider that it might be easier to influence Patient A's preferences and to recommend either a less invasive screening option or a noninvasive one than it would be to influence the preferences of Patient B. Age might be the differentiating factor in this situation. As patients age, they may be increasingly reluctant to change or to adjust their preferences, leading to longer discussions between the patient and the health care provider.
